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The New York Times bestseller about a young black man's journey from violence and despair

to the threshold of stardom: "A beautiful tribute to the power of good teachers" (Terry Gross,

Fresh Air)."One of the most inspiring stories I've come across in a long time."-Pamela Paul,

New York Times Book ReviewRyan Speedo Green had a tough upbringing in southeastern

Virginia: his family lived in a trailer park and later a bullet-riddled house across the street from

drug dealers. His father was absent; his mother was volatile and abusive.At the age of twelve,

Ryan was sent to Virginia's juvenile facility of last resort. He was placed in solitary confinement.

He was uncontrollable, uncontainable, with little hope for the future.In 2011, at the age of

twenty-four, Ryan won a nationwide competition hosted by New York's Metropolitan Opera,

beating out 1,200 other talented singers. Today, he is a rising star performing major roles at the

Met and Europe's most prestigious opera houses.Sing for Your Life chronicles Ryan's

suspenseful, racially charged and artistically intricate journey from solitary confinement to

stardom. Daniel Bergner takes readers on Ryan's path toward redemption, introducing us to a

cast of memorable characters -- including the two teachers from his childhood who redirect his

rage into music, and his long-lost father who finally reappears to hear Ryan sing. Bergner

illuminates all that it takes -- technically, creatively -- to find and foster the beauty of the human

voice. And Sing for Your Life sheds unique light on the enduring and complex realities of race in

America.

About the AuthorDaniel Bergner is a contributing writer for the New York Times Magazine and

the author of a novel, Moments of Favor, and four books of nonfiction: What Do Women Want?,

The Other Side of Desire, In the Land of the Magic Soldiers, and God of the Rodeo. In the

Land of Magic Soldiers received an Overseas Press Club Award for international reporting and

a Lettre-Ulysses Award for the Art of Reportage and was named a Los Angeles Times Best

Book of the Year. God of the Rodeo was a New York Times Notable Book of the Year. In

addition to the New York Times Magazine, Daniel's writing has appeared in the Atlantic,

Granta, Harper's, Mother Jones, Talk, and the New York Times Book Review, and on the op-ed

page of the New York Times. His writing is included in The Norton Reader: An Anthology of

Nonfiction. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Review"A true-life rags-to-Wagner

story."O, The Oprah Magazine""A masterly crafted and unique portrait...While fans of opera will

find this to be a captivating biography of one of the most decorated bass baritones, this highly

recommended narrative is also about a man who conquers his personal demons and

limitations to break racial barriers in one of the oldest cultural institutions in the world." Library

Journal (starred review)""Bergner brings Green and [his] mentors to vivid, heroic life....

Bergner's inspirational biography has instant appeal, and, with the added attention to vocal

techniques and rehearsals, readers with an interest in music will be especially

rewarded."Booklist""Gripping and inspiring...Bergner chronicles the auditions and vocal

contests as the struggles Green faces as a black man entering a musical world that is mostly

white, delivering a moving portrait of a young man who succeeds, along with the help of

encouraging teachers."Publishers Weekly, starred review""Sing for Your Life is a generous

book, filled with complicated, compassionate characters, written with great journalistic skill but

also empathy. The passages on opera read like superb sports writing. The passages on family

illuminate the deeper reaches of identity, race, judgment -- and love. To read the story of Ryan



Speedo Green is to be troubled, confused, heartbroken, thrilled, hopeful, proud, and ultimately,

perhaps, changed." Jeff Hobbs, author of New York Times bestseller The Short and Tragic Life

of Robert Peace""Sing For Your Life is certain to be billed as a book about race. And it is that,

and also a book about art and hope and resilience. But this is not a book about abstractions.

It's a story that is suspenseful in the deepest sense, and very moving - a story about a

fascinating human being. I am grateful to Mr. Bergner for having introduced me to him." -Tracy

Kidder, Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The Soul of a New Machine and Mountains Beyond

Mountains""Sing for Your Life is absolutely riveting. Any rise to stardom in the daunting world of

opera is bound to be dramatic, but Ryan Speedo Green's story is harrowing and rewarding in

unexpected ways. From the first line, Daniel Bergner sets preconceptions about race, class,

and "high" culture against a breathtakingly candid narrative of a young man's struggle, not just

to conquer the Olympic challenges of singing opera, but also to see beyond violence and

adversity to a life in music."Renee Fleming""A masterly crafted and unique portrait of

adulthood ...While fans of opera will find this to be a captivating biography of one of the most

decorated bass baritones, this highly recommended narrative is also about a man who

conquers his personal demons and limitations to break racial barriers in one of the oldest

cultural institutions in the world." Library Journal (starred review)""A thrilling and authentic work

of art, this is the unlikeliest of portraits of an artist who against-all-odds rises from the ashes of

rural black poverty, a broken home, child abuse and the edges of madness to vault to the

threshold of opera stardom."Peter Gelb, General Manager, Metropolitan Opera""Bergner

chronicles the auditions and vocal contests as the struggles Green faces as a black man

entering a musical world that is mostly white, delivering a moving portrait of a young man who

succeeds, along with the help of encouraging teachers."Publishers Weekly, starred

review""Daniel Bergner writes from the heart. Night after night, I stayed up late reading,

entranced by this tender, unflinchingly honest, beautifully told story. Ryan Speedo Green. His

voice, his journey, his exuberance will stay with me." Alex Kotlowitz, author of National

Bestseller There Are No Children Here""In Ryan Speedo Green we see a microcosm of

American's own struggle to throw off the shackles of our troubled racial legacy... His story,

expertly told by Daniel Bergner, is proof of the possibility of all of our redemption."Joy-Ann

Reid, National Correspondent for MSNBC and author of Fracture""In Sing For Your Life, Daniel

Bergner beautifully tells the story of what it means for a young man to, quite literally, find his

voice. In this chronicle of the life of Ryan Speedo Green, we see how a young black man can

rise, and hold onto hope, despite all the forces working against him. We see how a young black

man can sing for his life and find triumph in the most unexpected of places."Roxane Gay,

author of the New York Times bestselling Bad Feminist and An Untamed State""SING FOR

YOUR LIFE is about the hard legacy of history and family, and its transcendence through art.

This book is Daniel Bergner's masterpiece and puts him at the top of American literary

journalism." George Packer, National Book Award-winning author of The Assassins' Gate and

The Unwinding"""Sing for Your Life" is absolutely riveting. Any rise to stardom in the daunting

world of opera is bound to be dramatic, but Ryan Speedo Green's story is harrowing and

rewarding in unexpected ways. From the first line, Daniel Bergner sets preconceptions about

race, class, and "high" culture against a breathtakingly candid narrative of a young man's

struggle, not just to conquer the Olympic challenges of singing opera, but also to see beyond

violence and adversity to a life in music.""Renee Fleming"""Sing for Your Life is a generous

book, filled with complicated, compassionate characters, written with great journalistic skill but

also empathy. The passages on opera read like superb sports writing. The passages on family

illuminate the deeper reaches of identity, race, judgment -- and love. To read the story of Ryan



Speedo Green is to be troubled, confused, heartbroken, thrilled, hopeful, proud, and ultimately,

perhaps, changed." "Jeff Hobbs, author of New York Times bestseller "The Short and Tragic

Life of Robert Peace""""Sing For Your Life is certain to be billed as a book about race. And it is

that, and also a book about art and hope and resilience. But this is not a book about

abstractions. It's a story that is suspenseful in the deepest sense, and very moving - a story

about a fascinating human being. I am grateful to Mr. Bergner for having introduced me to him."

"-Tracy Kidder, Pulitzer Prize-winning author of "The Soul of a New Machine" and "Mountains

Beyond Mountains""""A rare book indeed...Bergner's journey is arduous, dangerous, and brave-

a journey in which author and reader are irrevocably changed." "Sunday Times of

London"""Astonishing, unsettling...a remarkable book, full of piercing images and brilliantly

observed details." "Chicago Tribune"""Bergner neither sentimentalizes nor demonizes these

men, neither judges nor approves; he just paints them as they are and in so doing delivers an

astonishing lesson in sympathy." "Men's Journal"""Fascinating... Threatens to disrupt all the

modern stereotypes of female sexuality." "Slate"""One of the summer's hottest books... adds

both steam and explosives into the national conversation about what it means to be a woman

today." "Vogue"""Shatters many of our most cherished myths about desire." "The

Atlantic"""Totally engrossing." "New York""PRAISE FOR GOD OF THE RODEO"Chilling and

heartbreaking...A vivid, ambitious, and ferociously reported book that reads like a novel." "New

York Times Book Review""PRAISE FOR IN THE LAND OF MAGIC SOLDIERS"Beautifully

written...Bergner describes what is magical and what is malign in Africa as well as anyone ever

has...A great novelist would be hard pressed to invent such a cast of characters." "Los Angeles

Times""PRAISE FOR WHAT DO WOMEN WANT?"This book -- how do I put this without

sounding hyperbolic? This book should be read by every woman on earth. ... It is a must-read

for any person with even a remote erotic interest in the female gender." "Salon"" --This text

refers to the hardcover edition.
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SPEEDO GREEN did not belong here. He didn’t belong in the hotel room they had booked for

him, where the headboard was high and plush and the light was faintly gold. There was more

gold in the lobby, lots of it: the shimmering antique frame of the huge mirror beside the

elevators; the austere silk curtains that rose three stories toward the vaulted ceiling; the velvet

of the deeply curved couches; the abstract sculpture at the turn of the stairs.Each time he left

the lobby, passing under the hotel’s marquee and facing Lincoln Center, in the middle of New

York City, he felt even less at home. He climbed the broad steps to the Lincoln Center plaza

and was surrounded by towering white stone columns that made him think of ancient stadiums

—Olympians competing for Zeus’s pleasure and gladiators battling one another for survival. At

the far side of the square stood the opera hall. This was the home of the Met, the greatest

opera company in the country. The building looked as grand and remote as the White

House.As he started to traverse the plaza, the fountain ahead of him was almost inaudible. But

as he neared the circular pool, the countless silvery plumes of shooting water created not a

loud trickle or a concentrated splash: the heavy plumes produced a crescendo of sound that

compounded the anxiety or thrill he felt on any given crossing of the square. It was a crossing

he made repeatedly during those few days—in the early spring of 2011—leading up to the

semifinals of the contest.Behind him, the clamor of the fountain hushed swiftly. In front of him

were the giant poster stands, the posters announcing the season’s productions, lead singers

photographed in dramatic shadow, and the opera house—the series of archways, the excess

of glass, the vast murals with their airborne goddesses, their harp, cello, violins, horns. Beyond



the windows hung an array of chandeliers with their pinpoints of pale gold light, and beyond the

chandeliers was an aura of darker gold.Backstage, awaiting his turn to sing, Ryan definitely did

not belong, but there he was on the Sunday of the semis. This was the most revered

competition in America for would-be opera stars. Twenty-two singers had made it this far after

the district and regional rounds. Ryan was slotted eighteenth of the twenty-two for his minutes

in front of the judges. He listened to the others; he couldn’t escape their voices as he sat in the

common area outside the dressing rooms, where their performances were piped in. But it

wasn’t only the voices themselves that confirmed how misplaced he was. It was the

backgrounds of the other semifinalists. One had begun vocal training at seven, another at eight.

His rivals brandished the invisible badges of having studied at the country’s most prestigious

conservatories, at Curtis or the Academy of Vocal Arts or Juilliard. They not only belonged—for

years they had been destined for this moment here at the Met.Ryan’s home, in southeastern

Virginia, was as much a shack as a house, with bullet holes above his mother’s bedroom

window. Before that, he’d grown up in a trailer park; before that, in low-income housing. Along

the way, he spent time locked up in Virginia’s institution of last resort for juveniles judged to be

a threat to themselves or to everyone around them.And Ryan was black. There was one other

African American among the selected twenty-two, but she’d had a much different upbringing. A

part of him—a driven, half-conscious part—sang to make race disappear.* * *He was twenty-

four years old. Waiting, he listened to Philippe, who had a low voice like his own, a bass-

baritone, and the looks of a teen idol, with curly blond hair and fine expressive lips and a wisp

of a nose. They had struck up an unlikely friendship during the past few days. Philippe was

relentlessly confident. Walking through the corridors of the Met, he crooned out lines of Sinatra

—“Fly me to the moon; let me play among the stars”—as if he’d bypassed awe and deference

and took for granted his place in this house. Never mind if famous singers and conductors

heard him in the hallways.With his turn several singers away, Ryan heard Philippe perform an

aria by Wagner, probably the art form’s most daunting composer. Philippe was one of the

youngest contestants; they were all required to be between twenty and thirty. In the first round

the previous fall, twelve hundred artists had sung in cities from Seattle to Philadelphia,

Houston to Cincinnati to Boston. Ryan’s journey through the competition had started in Denver.

He had a job, at seventeen hundred dollars per month, driving between Colorado towns with a

small troupe and putting on drastically abridged operas in schools and community centers.The

contest had been inaugurated back in 1935, broadcast nationally by NBC radio and sponsored

by the Sherwin-Williams paint company. “The largest paint and varnish maker in the world

takes pleasure in presenting the Metropolitan Opera Auditions of the Air!” the nasally MC

declared. Winners were guaranteed a Met contract. But gradually things had changed. The

contest no longer had a corporate sponsor; it was no longer an advertising vehicle; it was

funded by opera-loving benefactors. And it no longer gave out Met contracts. Even for the

winners—and the judges usually named a few, depending on how they rated the talent when

the final round was over—a thriving career was far from certain. Yet there were winners from

eras past who occupied opera’s pantheon, and some recent victors were ranked among the

best opera singers in the world, and the Met made it known that the competition was a crucial

way of finding promising artists to keep tabs on, so the prospect of being chosen seemed like

the beginning of a fairy tale.Philippe’s voice, full of gravity yet capable of elevating effortlessly,

floated to a high plateau. He sounded, to Ryan, as though spirits had blessed him, lifted

him.Ryan heard Deanna, a soprano, carry out coloratura acrobatics. She did a tightrope walk

with flourishes and flips, never so much as teetering. And Nicholas, a bass, offered the judges

an entire lake of sound on his final note, a flawlessly smooth and seductive expanse.By the



time he was told to get to the edge of the stage, Ryan felt like he was evaporating. He stood six

feet five and weighed over three hundred pounds. He wore size seventeen shoes. His biceps

were about three times as big as an average man’s. But he felt like his body was almost gone.

It didn’t help that to walk from the dressing area to the wings meant pushing through doors

striped yellow and marked “Do Not Enter.” It didn’t help that he had to pass through a long

desolate space of rough wood and raw metal, the opposite of everything on the Met’s public

side. Multiple stories of backstage apparatus and nothingness loomed crushingly above him.

With a couple of other singers, he waited in a tight, scarcely lit spot between a stage monitor’s

booth and a set of immensely tall black curtains, three or four strides from the exposed part of

the stage.In his gray suit, he drew a few steps back and tried doing jumping jacks to calm his

nerves. Three hundred–plus pounds of him, tremendous muscle and soft belly, jumped and

reached, jumped and reached. He tried running in place. He quit running and touched his toes.

When that failed, he attempted to deep-breathe his body back into being.He prayed silently, If

this is meant to be it’s meant to be. Let me sing to the best of my ability. Let me share my

voice.He told himself, Don’t cheat yourself.He warned himself, Take full breaths.He blew air

through his closed lips, flapping them, hoping to keep the muscles around his mouth from

freezing up.He schooled himself, Don’t follow the piano, let the piano follow you.He recited the

lyrics of his aria in his mind:Studia il passo, o mio figlio!Usciam da queste tenebre.Watch your

step, oh my son!Let us leave this darkness.* * *His father had promised that if he made it

through this round, he would come to hear him sing in the finals. His father, Cecil Green, who

had given him his middle name and whom he had spent time with on just a handful of

occasions since he was four, said he would get himself to New York from Bakersfield,

California. Ryan had reached him there by phone some days earlier and told him about the

contest and how well he’d done so far.Usciam da queste tenebre.Ryan had chosen Banquo’s

aria from Verdi’s opera of Shakespeare’s Macbeth. The king of Scotland has just been stabbed

to death, and Macbeth has claimed the throne. But three witches have suggested to Banquo, a

nobleman, that his son will somehow rise to displace Macbeth and rule the land. All feels

anarchic and ominous. One night, as Banquo stands with his son outside the king’s castle, he

has a premonition that they are about to be murdered. Sensing the killers near, he sings

protectively to his child.To learn and prepare the aria, Ryan had done what opera singers do

these days: study the renditions of renowned artists on YouTube. He had a range to pick from,

but quickly he hit on a video of Nicolai Ghiaurov, a Bulgarian bass, playing Banquo at Italy’s

historic house, La Scala, a decade before Ryan was born. It became his favorite, and he

watched and listened to it over and over, as Ghiaurov delivered the opening lines with his head

bowed and his hands tenderly on his young teenage son, one palm on the boy’s back and the

other on his chest. Then, singing about the menace hovering close around them, the father

clutched the child fully to him, to his warrior’s breastplate; Ghiaurov opted completely for

sentiment, hugging his son, gripping him, fingers digging in, cheek pressing against the boy’s

head. “Di terror,” he sang, and kissed the boy with an urgent look of love seconds before the

cloaked villains swarmed. He pushed his son into flight and surrendered himself, martyred

himself, so the boy would not be caught.* * *Ryan knew little about his father, and there were

lots of times growing up when he didn’t want to know anything, yet the limited things he did

know had a special clarity, and when he wasn’t spurning these details he clung to them. One

was that his father, who stood no taller than five seven, had been a bodybuilder as a young

man. Ryan had an old scratched photograph of him, posing. The picture’s background was

black; maybe the snapshot was taken during an amateur competition of some kind, or maybe

his father was in a photographer’s studio and fantasizing about being in a contest. He wore a



tiny red swimsuit. His expression was all determination. He flexed his arms while squatting with

one leg extended to make the most of his quads. His oiled pecs shone in the flash.Another

thing Ryan knew, or recalled hearing and believed to be true, was that his father had once met

Arnold Schwarzenegger somewhere, that his father had been touched by greatness in this

way, and that he’d also met Lou Ferrigno, the Incredible Hulk. He knew no specifics of these

meetings but remembered that his father worshipped Schwarzenegger and that he’d watched

Terminator 2 with his father during one of their times together. Ryan had been seven or eight.

Battling the horrifying T-1000, Schwarzenegger rescued the ten-year-old boy who was destined

to be the savior of humanity. Since then, Ryan had seen every Schwarzenegger movie. His

most-watched was probably Kindergarten Cop: Schwarzenegger, as a tough detective, went

undercover, became a beloved kindergarten teacher, vanquished an evil drug dealer, and

saved the dealer’s son.* * *Ryan walked toward the black piano at the center of the Met stage.

The piano was the only accompaniment in this round; below him the empty orchestra pit

plunged like a canyon. No one sat in the orchestra level of the house except the judges behind

their laptops, their seven luminous white faces almost lost yet godly amid the endless rows.

This was among the largest theaters for opera anywhere, a space that threatened to take any

voice and swallow it. His mother was someplace up in a balcony with the families of the other

contestants. He kept his eyes on an uninhabited point between the tier where she sat and the

territory of the judges.His eyes were big and espresso brown, and his face was gently tapered,

gracefully shaped. His features, both handsome and childlike, had a vulnerability that

contrasted with the contours of his body. His emotions seemed to live, most of the time, in his

wide eyes, and on his forehead below his closely shaved head, and on his animated mouth.

Whenever Ryan smiled, people took notice, and often his feelings of distress were

unmistakable. But at the moment his face was opaque.Beginning an aria felt, to him, like

getting on a roller coaster despite having a dire fear of heights. The car climbed inexorably,

chuck chuck chuck chuck, and if you handled your dread during those initial seconds, the rest

of the ride might go all right. You might be swept along. But if you lost control early, if your

nerves started to surge, you would quickly be left wailing, your brain and throat giving way

irreversibly to chaos.Now the pianist played the opening rumble of notes, the low, tremulous

introduction, and then, while the piano went silent, Ryan intoned his first lines, his recitative.

And soon the two, piano and voice, were joined; he was past the initial treacherous bars. Yet

his face remained rigid. His body was stiff, motionless. His feet in their polished black shoes

didn’t shift an inch on the wood of the stage; they were angled awkwardly apart. The size of his

voice was striking, and his sound held intimations of hidden layers, a wealth of barely revealed

tones. Yet his singing was robotic.The stiffness of his body and sound were not only due to his

own fear. Nor did these failings stem mostly from his wish to evoke Banquo’s apprehension,

though that was part of it. There was a third reason, a choice he had made.He wanted his

performance to be pure. He wanted it to be devoid of any acting, or any embellished drama in

his voice. All the emotion should come directly from his adherence to Verdi’s score. He would

honor Verdi’s composition; he would rise to the demands of the piece. Working on the aria, he

had formulated this abstract goal and grown fixated on the notion of purity. And he had

wrapped this idea into the understanding he developed about Banquo’s character. He focused

on Banquo’s noble rank and royal stature. He decided that Banquo’s dignity thoroughly

overrode any other feeling and that the piece was above all about Banquo’s regal, unflinching

acceptance of death.After picking the most sentimental version to study on YouTube, a

rendering that blended the theatrical heavily with the vocal, a rendering that put Banquo’s

gripping fingers and fatherly love at the heart of the performance, Ryan all but eliminated the



dramatic and jettisoned the paternal feelings, purging them without pausing to think about how

far his decisions were taking him from the portrayal that spoke to him.Partially, his emphasis on

Banquo’s nobility and on paying strict tribute to Verdi was compensation for the way he felt

among the other singers. The day before yesterday, another contestant had asked what he

would perform. When Ryan told him, the young man, who had already been awarded a training

fellowship with a major opera company, murmured “Oh” and named the more challenging aria

he would sing. Now, onstage, Ryan made his delivery stately. And his performance, though

strong and deft enough vocally, fell flat. With every noble-sounding measure, he seemed to

progress further toward the impassive; every bar seemed to mark a further disappearance of

self, of anything that might have made his minutes unique to the judges. He sang his way

toward forgettable.TWOABOVE AND UNSEEN, in an ivory-colored dress with floral brocade,

Ryan’s mother, Valerie, sat a few miles from the Brooklyn housing project where she’d spent

some of her girlhood. Next to her high-rise complex was another, made famous by the hip-hop

mogul Jay Z, who had grown up there. He advertised having shot his older brother when he

himself was twelve, because his brother had stolen some of his jewelry. He rapped about

dealing crack as a teen and announced that he’d been shot at, from a distance of six feet, that

three bullets had been fired and he’d gotten away unscathed.Check the four corners of the

earth I’m a man of respectMarcy Projects motherfucker I’m the man of respectIn 2014, three

years after the semifinals, at the corner of Tompkins and Myrtle, at the boundary of Valerie’s

childhood project, two cops were shot in the head as they sat in their patrol car, assassinated

in revenge for the deaths of two black men killed by police—and, indirectly, in revenge for the

aggressive, racially fraught policing that had been employed, in recent years, on these streets

and in neighborhoods like this one across the country.But Valerie didn’t remember the area in a

way that mirrored its reputation, possibly because crack hadn’t arrived to carry out the worst

phases of destruction around her project until after her family moved away. She recalled sweet

things as we walked through the cluster of city-run brick towers where she’d lived. “They would

have block parties in this inner area,” she said, standing between the tightly placed buildings

that were home to three or four thousand. “Coca-Cola would sponsor them. With different

artists. People would yell, ‘The Coca-Cola truck is here!’ We had Kool and the Gang come and

play.”Every Christmas brought a competition among the eight towers: which one could create

the best holiday lights. Valerie’s father, who worked in a foundry, pouring scalding liquid metal

into molds, took charge of their building’s entry each year. Starting before Thanksgiving, he

canvassed the residents for ideas. He and the helpers he recruited bent wire hangers into stars

and animals, and wrapped strings of lights around the wire. He crawled out a neighbor’s

window and somehow managed to mount the twinkling displays to the facade.Her father had

grown up near the Georgia-Florida border with fifteen or sixteen siblings, natural and adopted.

He was part Seminole on one side of his family and part white on the other. His father, Ryan’s

great-grandfather, Valerie said, was well along in years when he married and began producing

children in a frenzy. Ryan’s great-grandfather had been born into slavery, though his skin was

so pale that he’d been raised for a time within the master’s family.“My father,” she said, “he was

a handsome man. The profile of the Indian on the nickel? That was his silhouette. If he walked

me to school in the morning, later that day the women would come up to me. ‘Ooo, is that your

father?’ His nose was straight, and his hair was wavy, and he wore it combed back.”The

concerts in the project courtyard, the Christmas lights, the father who came home from work

and, still in his foundry uniform, read her the newspaper funnies—these were her memories.

But her recollections existed on a margin between the sweet and the harsh. When we walked

up to the entrance of her building, thinking we would peek in at the lobby through the plexiglass



of the front door, or maybe press a superintendent’s buzzer with the hope of being let in, we

found, as we neared, that the plexiglass was completely missing and that the lock had been

removed. The low-ceilinged, unlit lobby was like an open cave. We went in, and though the

outside air mingled with the indoor atmosphere, the acrid smell of urine curled at the backs of

our nostrils. “It smells the same,” she said.We turned into the elevator to ride up to her old floor.

The door closed, the odor thickened; she found a cloth in her coat pocket and covered her

mouth and nose. The button for her floor was broken. From the floor above, we walked into the

dim stairwell and down the steps, which were gouged, as if an addict had tried, in an act of

lunatic need, to score by chiseling off and selling chunks of concrete. “People killed themselves

on that elevator,” she remembered, lowering the cloth from her face. “They was on whatever

drugs they was on in that era.”We knocked repeatedly at the door that had once been her

family’s. A woman opened it several inches, then quickly bolted it again. We continued down

the ravaged steps and outside along a path, passing under a series of sycamore trees whose

branches were covered in discarded plastic bags, black sacks from corner stores, hundreds of

them whisked up in the wind, caught in the limbs, and quivering like monstrous leaves.Valerie’s

older brother was sent away for robbery as a teenager, she mentioned, and at some point,

either before that first incarceration or later, he started using, shooting up. Eventually purple

blotches and bloody lesions appeared and spread on his skin, the skin his family had called

“clean” in the winters and “dirty” in the summers because his complexion stayed light through

the cold months and turned darker when he was out in the sun. Eventually he died of AIDS.* *

*Each contestant performed two arias in the semifinals. The singer picked the first. The judges

listened, conferred among themselves for about ten seconds, and chose the second piece from

a short list of repertoire that the semifinalist had submitted. “‘Madamina,’” one of the judges

called up to Ryan. He drank from a bottle of water and remembered to unbutton his suit jacket,

which he’d planned to do if this aria was selected. He revealed a bright and glossy scarlet

vest.In the aria, from Mozart’s Don Giovanni, Ryan’s character, who is Giovanni’s manservant,

gleefully torments one of Giovanni’s lovers by telling her about all the women his boss has

seduced. The music is full of mischief, the lyrics full of comic hyperbole. The singer has hardly

any option except to be theatrical, to be playful, to ham, and Ryan didn’t resist. He swayed his

shoulders as he pronounced the sensuous syllables of the word “Ispagna”—in Spain alone, he

sang, his boss had claimed no fewer than “a thousand and three!”When he gave his upper

body a twist to one side and the other, his jacket flapped wide open. “Country girls,

chambermaids, city girls”—he celebrated Giovanni’s conquests, his red vest looking like a sign

declaring unlimited lust. “Baronesses, marquises, princesses.” His resonant voice filled the far

reaches of the theater, and as he ran on with his list he exuded every bit of Mozart’s unhinged

exuberance. “Women of every rank, of every shape, of every age.” He swept his hands

profligately through the air. “He likes them plump when the winter sets in.” Ryan sang the Italian

lyrics—“Vuol d’inverno la grassotta”—with relish. “But in the summer he likes them slim.”He

fluttered his fingers manically. He tilted his hefty torso to one side. “He is not choosy, be she

ugly, be she beautiful.” He shimmied and grinned. “Even the old ones he conquers.” On the

climactic notes, he did a single quick gyration with his hips, leaned back with his elbow on the

piano, and beamed.* * *The competition’s director, Gayletha Nichols, told the singers to line

up. An hour and a half had crept by since Ryan’s “Madamina”; four more contestants had taken

their turns, and then the judges had hidden themselves away and debated. Everyone was

crowded in an area between the red-carpeted stairs curving down to the lobby and the bank of

windows overlooking the plaza: singers, family, Met patrons, voice teachers, in-house

photographers, a hundred and fifty people through whom Nichols navigated, her large, pillowy



body draped in patterned fabric. With her round face and little glasses and ready laugh, she

was the maternal figure of the contest; her soft weight seemed to absorb and slightly reduce

the desperation surrounding her. Decades ago, she herself had set out to sing opera. She had

trained at a top conservatory. But she’d been rescued from her ambition by the chance to

discover talent that wasn’t her own, first with a regional company, then with the Met.

“Sometimes there will be a tug,” she had told me. She would hear a young singer perform

something that had once been part of her own repertoire. “I’ll remember what it was like to

make that music.” But the feeling didn’t go any further. “There isn’t the impulse to run home and

find that score. Not anymore.” She smiled ruefully. “To train to be an opera singer takes as

much time as to train to be a physician. And the odds of success are frightening.” Prevailing in

the contest merely allowed a singer a toehold on a new ladder to be climbed.Plenty of winners

wound up scraping away at the edges of the profession, a cruelty that waited most often for

those with low voices like Ryan’s and for women whose voices had a particular power. For

them, the risk of futile effort, of vain devotion, was greatest, because for them, everything that

was physical and ineffable, everything in the anatomy and the mind, was known to take longer

to evolve and settle, to meld and emerge into the artist’s true timbre and intensity. “Big voices

take longer to cook,” Sondra Radvanovsky, a Met superstar with a substantial sound who’d won

the contest in 1995 and who’d been a regional judge this year, said to me. Unlike with

coloratura sopranos, whose level of lithe talent was clearly perceptible in their twenties, the

potential of a voice like Radvanovsky’s or Ryan’s could be unknown till early middle age or

later. For such singers, it was easy to keep thinking back to the prediction of the judges, to

keep telling themselves to be patient. For them, it was easy to keep trying for too many

years.Gayletha didn’t have to raise her voice to gather the semifinalists in a row. The singers

and spectators were loud with nervous chatter, but every contestant’s ears awaited any signal

that the selection had been made, that the winnowing was done. Ryan lurched away from his

mother. Opposite Gayletha, twenty-two bodies, in their suits and gowns, were aligned in an

instant, silent and still.“We have eight finalists this year.”Ryan’s eyes scanned her face. He

forgot manners, forgot pride; guilelessly he searched her features for some hint of whether he

would be named. He fixed his eyes on hers. His hands were fists in his pockets. He kept

staring.She read out the finalists, singer by singer, pausing for applause after each one,

pronouncing the names with excitement but not with so much fanfare as to punish the others

who, name by name, were hearing their chances diminish, dwindle.She announced, first, a

soprano. Next a baritone. Then a bass-baritone. Ryan kept count of the voice types. Only so

many low voices were likely to be chosen. That was two. Gayletha named another soprano.

Four finalists to go. His chances were cut in half. The clapping died down, but it was difficult for

him to hear. Had she just announced a second bass-baritone—a third low voice? She had. He

clenched his chest, constrained his breath; it seemed that if he inhaled too loudly he could

miss his name, forfeit his spot. Yet the reality, he knew, the near certainty, was that the judges

had picked at least one higher-voiced man, a tenor. The reality was that it was over.A soprano

came sixth. A bass was seventh. His fists stayed tight, but it was finished.When she spoke his

name—with just a bit of buildup: “And last but not least…”—his fists burst from his pockets. He

squatted down and sprang upward, his three hundred–plus pounds exploding into the

air.THREETHEY CALLED ME Kindergarten Dropout,” Valerie said, laughing, as we walked

around her housing project. “Because I got skipped past kindergarten. Went right into first

grade.”Later, she showed me a letter from one of her elementary school teachers. She’d

received it after she graduated from high school and wrote him to say that she’d enlisted in the

military. She and the teacher had corresponded occasionally over the years since grade



school. He had recognized something special in her back when she was a young girl, she

believed. In his brief letter, he gave his approval: with the military, she would be seeing the

world.The letter, from this man who had known her for nine months when she was a child, was

like a fragile relic from the far side of a divide, a scrap that she treasured. The divide was

defined by the period of enlisting and training, of being sent to California and South Korea.

Before then, in high school, she had played on the basketball and volleyball teams, competed

in track and field. She had kept her grades up even after her father suffered a debilitating heart

attack, and even while she worked the cash register at a grocery store. She had joined the

junior ROTC and risen to squadron commander, and she had applied to the Air Force

Academy.As she told it, she was accepted; she could have gone. In return for eight years of

service afterward, during a time when the country seemed likely to stay out of war, she was

given the promise of a Bachelor of Science degree—for a girl whose mother, from a Virginia

hamlet called Saint Stephens Church, hadn’t reached as far as seventh grade, and whose

father hadn’t made it to ninth. Right out of the academy, she would be appointed to the rank of

second lieutenant. She would be promoted from there. But at seventeen, she didn’t like the

idea of committing herself for such a long time, and she had no one to guide her. Signing up,

instead, for boot camp and the Air Force’s bottom rungs seemed to make more sense. She

would be free to leave after half as long. She would be keeping her options open.She was

stationed in San Bernardino, east of Los Angeles, at the border of the Mojave Desert, and

there, on the base, she did what the Air Force trained her to do: handle paperwork for the

personnel department. She was a low-level secretary. Hangars and sheds and squat houses

sprawled across the base, where the stretches of pavement led nowhere, stopping at fenced

boundaries or at the ends of runways.She met Cecil at a club nearby. He was from San

Bernardino. His destiny, he told her, was to become a chef, and in the meantime, he worked at

a local battery plant. She was five feet ten and beautiful, with a sleek, high-on-top hairstyle that

made her yet taller, and with elegant features and a strong, honed body. He was three inches

shorter, stubby, muscly, a jokester. He clowned and attached himself to her.The dance floor

was his habitat. He knew every move—not only knew, but had mastered. He moonwalked,

making the floor look frictionless and his feet look like they were tugged by an unseen

puppeteer. He pop-locked, undulating and suddenly paralyzing his shoulders, causing them to

bend and jerk and seize in high-speed patterns that seemed inhuman, alien. Standing straight,

he was short, but dancing, his height didn’t matter. He took on all sorts of contorted forms, his

limbs by turns rigid and rubberized, his torso angling in multiple directions simultaneously, his

neck a spring.“He could have been a professional. He could have been one of those Michael

Jackson video–type dancers. He could spin on his head, he could do the worm, but it was

more than that. He was so smooth.” She said, “Cecil was always the life of the party. And we

became fast friends. But I was not in love with him, and he knew it from the get-go.”He

proposed, and she told him no. He waited and asked again, this time in front of his parents.

Thinking back, she felt he had trapped her with this ploy of having his mother and father in the

room; she adored his parents; he left her no choice but to say yes. Suppressed anger took hold

of her voice as she recounted this. Her mouth tightened, her tone sharpened; rage sat low in

her throat. She added, with bitterness and bewilderment, “I was nineteen. Twenty. I had nothing

else to do.”* * *She gave birth to Adrian and then to Ryan. A few years later, after a

reenlistment, the Air Force decided that she was needed for secretarial duties in Korea. Adrian,

two and a half years older than his brother, was already in school; she left the boys with Cecil,

living on the San Bernardino base, while the military took her for a stint on the other side of the

planet.The first sign of trouble was that her checks, written off their joint account, began to



bounce. Cecil, ever the clown, gave goofy, dismissive explanations or cooed apologies when

she asked about the missing money. It happened again and again; the salary she earned in

Asia, and sent home “to take care of my two boys,” was getting spent in ways that she felt

helpless to figure out at a distance of six thousand miles. Because her checks were bouncing

where she was stationed, a sergeant got involved, reprimanding her but eventually helping her

to set up a separate account and telling her to deposit just what she thought her husband

needed in the account he could access. Shortly after that, the military mail delivered divorce

papers. She read Cecil’s demands for custody and child support, and guessed some of what

was going on.“Needless to say, they had to sedate me, because I was ready to swim across

the Pacific. I mean sedate as in put me under. But my heat was still on high when they let me

leave. I got me back to California, and I got me a room on base, because I needed to collect

myself. I took a nap, and I got dressed, back into my uniform. I had my key. That was my home.

I put my key in my door, and the latch was on. So I had to knock.“‘Who is it?’ That’s what he

said. And when I heard that! I told him, and he tells me, ‘Just a minute, just a minute.’ And after

a minute, he opened the door. He reached out for a hug, and I moved him out of the way. I went

to the back room. That was my boys’ room. They were sleeping. I had bought them one of

those trundle beds, and the mattress from the trundle was out on the floor, away from the bed,

and some strange child, about Ryan’s age, around four, was laying on it, and my two boys, my

two babies, was sleeping together.“I woke them up. They was excited to see Mommy, but they

was still sleepy. I put them back down. I shut the door, and my husband, he was there in the

hallway area. Adrian and Ryan’s room was off to one side, and then there was the master. He

was blocking my way to the master. ‘Tell her to come up out of there.’ ‘Ain’t nobody here.’ ‘What

you talkin’ about?’ ‘Ain’t nobody here.’ ‘Whose kid is that?’ ‘That’s the babysitter’s son. She left

him here ’cause he was asleep.’ ‘Do you think I’m stupid? Do you think I’m stupid?’“That’s when

Cecil and me started tussling, and I kicked the master door off the hinges. We tussled, and I

got into the bedroom. She was in the closet. Cowering. I told her she had thirty seconds.“None

of this was because I loved him. I didn’t. It was because he was playing house with some other

woman with some other child in my home. Well, she grabbed her kid and took her leave, which

is when the tussling really started.“I roughed him up. We was in the living room–kitchen, and

there was a door there, to my left. We shut that door behind us. I roughed him up, and I went to

do open heart surgery on him. I snapped. How are you going to be in my home with my

children with somebody else? It was like I blacked out. He liked to think he was a chef, and we

had a lot of knives. I took one of those big knives, and I was standing right there with it, ready

for open heart. That’s when Ryan opened that door, crying. He said, ‘Mommy, Mommy.’ I had

that knife in my hand.”* * *The morning after the semifinals, the eight remaining singers

wended through a maze of Met passageways and gathered in a rehearsal room. The final

round was next Sunday, six days away. It would be a formal concert. The theater would be

packed from the front row to the upper boxes; the singers’ photos would be in the Playbill. The

days between now and then would be spent with the concert’s guest conductor and the Met’s

own coaches. The finalists would absorb their wisdom. They would race to incorporate the

alterations they were advised to make, to lace them into their arias, note by note, so that, when

next Sunday came, the audience would cry out and the judges would feel their voices burned

into their minds.And for this week, the chosen eight could imagine themselves part of the Met’s

world. They could enter the building through the stage door. With the special passes they’d

been given, they could glide by the guard in his interior security booth and through a waist-high

wooden gate, the same gate that Luciano Pavarotti and Maria Callas and Ferruccio Furlanetto

and Anna Netrebko had pushed open and strode through on the way to their dressing



rooms.The Met’s rear halls were not at all glamorous. One hallowed corridor leading beyond

the gate—and the gate itself was chipped and scratched—was lined with black metal lockers.

Another passage was almost barricaded off by a pile of decrepit cardboard boxes, the bottom

box crumpling under the weight of whatever long-disused props or paraphernalia the others

held. Detritus cropped up constantly along routes blearily lit by fluorescent bulbs. A theme of

disregard ran throughout the sections of the building that only insiders ever saw, making the

point that to perform in this house, or to be in any way involved in the splendid offerings that

blossomed on the front side of the stage, was to have no need of any other affirmation. To walk

here, to work here, to sing here was to be at one of the world’s pinnacles in the most exacting

of art forms.To reach the rehearsal room for their meeting on the morning after the semis, the

finalists squeezed past the costume department. A cavern of designers and seamsters

stooped over tables and created the royal garments of kingdoms spanning from sixteenth-

century Spain to ancient China. The tables were strewn with gauze and beads. Lamé

shimmered. Metal clothing racks lined the hall. The racks were jammed, the garments crushed

together. Elaborate collars and velvet trains were smashed. Here was more of the Met’s

excess, more of its indifference. Satin bodices gathered dust.The cinder block room where the

singers assembled was spare and windowless. Large mirrors were framed haphazardly in

unfinished plywood. A leak from the ceiling was channeled into a strip of tubing and dripped

into an old watercooler keg. Gayletha Nichols sat at a fold-out table beside Camille LaBarre, a

Met patron and the chief fund-raiser for the competition. They congratulated everyone, went

over the week’s schedule in detail, and asked if anyone had any questions before the

preparations for the finals began.“Yes,” Ryan said. “Where can I do my laundry?” He hadn’t

packed for a stay lasting past the semis. He smiled at Nichols and LaBarre, but the price of the

hotel’s laundry service had been weighing on him since he’d found out yesterday that he would

be here for another week.With the location of a nearby laundromat sorted out, the meeting

moved on. Though most of the coming week would be devoted to artistry, to understanding and

giving deeper expression to music, for the next couple of hours everyone concentrated on what

the contestants would wear. LaBarre reviewed the singers’ tuxedos and gowns. She was in her

sixties, with an impeccable haircut and a petite figure and tailored ensembles that emanated a

modest flair.Deanna, the soprano with high-wire vocal agility, modeled a dark dress with

restrained adornments. It showed off her slim body in an unshowy way; it left uncovered only a

splash of upper chest. She won immediate approval from LaBarre.Philippe, the bass-baritone

who trailed phrases of Sinatra as he traveled through the building, danced while Deanna

modeled. With his prow of blond curls and his skinny hips, he executed a sequence of Astaire-

like spins, the twirls apropos of nothing going on at the meeting except his own wish to dazzle,

a desire so unbridled it was endearing.“I’m considering a second tuxedo,” he said when

LaBarre turned toward him.She told him there was no need, that his tux was lovely.“No, no.” He

went on dancing. “I’d like to change tuxedos between my first and second arias.”“Absolutely,

Philippe. We don’t want to take any chances. We don’t want anyone to forget you.”He gave her

his teen idol smile; she put her fingers to her temples in mock dismay.Michelle was next. She

was the one other African American who’d been in the semis. The gleaming undulations of her

voice had won her a spot in the finals. Her father was a thriving pastor in Houston, and after

she’d stumbled onto a telecast of Madama Butterfly as a young girl and sobbed while watching

on the living room sofa, her parents had begun subscribing to Houston Grand Opera, a premier

regional company. Her teenage years had been saturated in spirituals and arias, and now, at

twenty-eight, she was in her last year as a graduate student at the Academy of Vocal Arts.Her

body was the opposite of Deanna’s and far from the birdlike build of the third woman left in the



contest. Michelle was all bust and backside, and her dress, scant on top and clinging below,

put her on exhibit. LaBarre, rarely flustered, wasn’t sure how to respond. There was no rule

against sexiness in opera; in fact, it was increasingly prized. But with every step Michelle took,

her hips and butt seemed to announce not only sensuality but blackness, and the element of

race stirred a subtle yet palpable uneasiness in the white room.“Maybe,” LaBarre started, then

lost her words before blurting out: “Is there just a bit too much jiggle factor in that outfit?” She

hurried to clarify that she didn’t want anyone to be distracted from Michelle’s gorgeous

singing.Michelle listened with composure and soon returned, for another inspection, in a gown

with more coverage and floral blooms stitched to the garment’s lower half, obscuring her body

below the waist. LaBarre declared that this was much better, and Michelle said she agreed. But

she told me afterward, “That was culture clash. In my opinion, the first dress goes very well

with my character, the woman in one of my arias. She longs for passion; she longs to be

desired. And the first one also suits me. I’m curvy, and I love my curves.” She sounded

unsettled, as if something had been stolen.With the attire of the seven other finalists resolved,

LaBarre focused on Ryan. He owned no passable tuxedo, and in any case, having had no

expectation of moving on to this round, he hadn’t brought the badly worn, ill-fitting one he did

own. LaBarre set about making the problem go away. Not to worry about the money, she told

him. That would be all taken care of.“The only challenge is going to be finding what we need in

your size.”“Sometimes that can really be a challenge,” he replied, happy to be in LaBarre’s

hands, and his sonorous laugh mingled with her lighter one.“Let me go back to my office and

make a few phone calls.”Promptly she had things figured out and escorted him to Brooks

Brothers’ main New York store. With Philippe along for the outing, they entered between stone

pillars and beneath an American flag. Ryan was surrounded by a display of fancy umbrellas,

their wooden handles burnished, and by a sea of dress shirts in powdery shades, and by an

area dedicated to people who might be spending some upcoming time on a yacht. There were

silver sailing trophies, cobalt-blue luggage trunks, mannequins in white trousers, and pairs of

plaid boating sneakers or white bucks arranged at the mannequins’ feet.Philippe, whose father

was a radiologist, wasn’t affected by any of this. As they continued upstairs to the formal wear

department, past equestrian sculptures on antique tables, Philippe spilled forth, mostly to

LaBarre and me, about his repertoire, about the career he anticipated, about how magical the

art form was because you had to control the nuances of the voice less through voluntary

physical adjustments than through “the hypothetical, the illusory, the metaphorical, the

imaginary.” Within this speech came a prediction, uttered at prestissimo speed, that he would

be one of the winners next Sunday. His self-assurance was more befuddling to Ryan each time

he heard it, though he didn’t feel it was unjustified. Where did anyone get so much certainty?

How did anyone get so far beyond intimidation?The formal wear floor was designed to

resemble a men’s club. A full-size pool table with leather pockets stood beside a bar whose

stools were emblazoned with the early nineteenth-century year of Brooks Brothers’ founding,

and this way and that were wood-paneled sitting rooms and libraries with leather-bound books.

A calfskin-encased grooming kit and white gloves rested next to a silver tray laid out with a

selection of polished cuff links. Horse statuettes were everywhere.“He’s having his debut at the

Metropolitan Opera in a competition,” LaBarre informed a salesman, who had approached with

the reserve of a head butler.The salesman stepped away, then produced something

appropriate. “This is a hand-tailored tuxedo.”Ryan entered the vestibule between the fitting

rooms. He reappeared, minutes later, to LaBarre’s effusions and the salesman’s shoulder-

smoothings and an elfin tailor’s scrutiny. The salesman raised the question of whether to opt for

a cummerbund or a vest, and he enumerated the pros and cons. Ryan slipped into a vest, slid



the jacket back on, and stood again in front of the mirror.What he saw looked extremely

good.All was done, or almost done. The shirt he’d put on, with a size eighteen and a half neck,

fit too well—it would be too snug for singing. He should wear a nineteen.Preferably with a piqué

front, LaBarre told the salesman, and he went off to search. But the store had no such size in

stock, not in piqué or pleated.Together, LaBarre promised Ryan, they would find exactly what

he needed.FOURI LOOKED DOWN and he was there to my left. ‘Mommy, Mommy,’” Valerie

recalled. He took in what was in front of him: his mother with the knife, his father. “Then

somebody must have called the authorities, must have been the neighbors from all the noise,

and they showed up. They saw me in my uniform. So they asked me what was up, and they

took Cecil outside. They gave him a beating. You could hear it. When he came back in, his shirt

was torn. He was crying and apologizing.”And then he was gone, gone with the babysitter, who

became his second wife, and with whom he soon had another son. He’d already had a boy with

a woman before Valerie, when he was eighteen, a son he didn’t see from when the child was

two till a chance encounter when the boy was nine. Counting the stepson who’d been sleeping

on the mattress from the trundle bed, Cecil now had five boys.The Air Force dispatched Valerie

back to Korea to finish her tour. She stowed Adrian and Ryan with her mother, who, after

Valerie’s father’s death, was living in Florida. The service moved Valerie, next, to a base

outside Tampa, but in short order she quit the military in a fury. She wasn’t treated fairly, she

felt. When Ryan had an allergic reaction to a vaccine—“I forgot that he couldn’t have any of

those shots with eggs in them”—she put in a request to spend extra time watching over him as

he recovered. An officer turned her down. “I was done playing their games,” she said.
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jeanne-marie a. miller, “An Unusual Path to Opera. This biography, written by Daniel Bergner,

focuses on the life of Ryan Speedo Green, a young African American bass-baritone who is

winning wide recognition in the opera world. His is a complex, unusual life for an opera singer.

Coming from a tumultuous trailer park home in southeastern Virginia, he, ostensibly, had no

early musical talent. The fascinating part of Ryan's life was his gradual change from an unruly

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/JBrDk/Sing-for-Your-Life-A-Story-of-Race-Music-and-Family


youth to one with a purpose. His introduction to music and his eventual devotion to opera

followed an uncommon path, all recounted in excellent prose and insight by his biographer.

Standing 6 feet feet 5 inches tall and weighing 300 pounds, Ryan Speedo Green is a

commanding stage presence with his impressive bass-baritone voice. He is an artist now in

demand at the world's leading opera houses.”

Bob Richey, “A Few Lives Actually Turn From a "Last Resort" to Amazing Success. This is the

story of a totally amazing life of a young black boy living through the horrors of dysfunctional

neighborhoods of violence and drug dealers with a major side trip at the age of 12 (at the

request of his own mother) to Virginia's juvenile facility of last resort.How can anybody survive

that sort of upbringing and survive in a civilized society? Ryan did just that and not only

survived but became a famous principal performer in the Statsoper Wien in Austria and the

Metropolitan Opera in New York.This is a totally unbelievable story, but it is non-fiction. It really

happened. This is a book that I had to set aside on several occasions because I became too

emotional to continue. This story is a complete verification of the old saw that 'truth is stranger

than fiction.' I became aware of this story recently when I saw this young boy (now in his

thirties) singing a major role at the Metropolitan Opera (I saw the live broadcast in HD). Ryan

is a fantastic singer.I highly recommend this book whether you hate or if you love opera. The

story is that of Ryan Speedo Green and is truly amazing.”

Bookie, “The Title Says it All. In addition to being a tender, uplifting story, this is a true

testament to the power of selfless, tireless educators who believed in Ryan and pushed him to

his full potential. Ryan escaped the claws of his horrible, violent childhood through his own

intelligence, willpower and perseverance. But he also had a network of teachers and social

workers who stayed with him through his darkest times. Bergner's thought-provoking prose is

smart and socially relevant, but he tells Ryan's story in such a spell-binding way that you can't

stop reading. I learned much (maybe too much) about operatic study, but it still held my

interest intently. If you haven't seen the YouTube video of Ryan Speedo Greene in La Bohème,

you must watch it after you finish the book and know of his long journey. But wait until you

have turned the last page.  It will blow you away.”

Holly, “Profound and Humbling. This is not just a story about opera. Nor is it just about grit and

determination. It is about the extraordinary determination of Ryan Speedo Green to claw

himself to a better life by facing his grim reality head on, staring straight ahead. This is an

example of how complete strangers can and should insert themselves where they are needed.

What a difference it can make. Imagine what the world could be like if more of us behaved like

this.Of course, this story speaks to the magic and power of music. Too often, these programs

fall victim to budget cuts. This book shows that they are an essential part of every school

curriculum.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Highly recommended. And not justy for lovers of opera.. What an

incredible story! Well written and engrossing. Highly recommended. As an opera lover i also

found the technical details very interesting.”

Daisy GRoss, “Four Stars. Interesting good to read life story”

The book by Daniel Bergner has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 282 people have provided feedback.
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